SPECIAL EVENTS
PERFORMANCE
Saturday, August 25
8:00 pm
Annex
832 Seymour Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 3L4

#TapDance
#TapDance is directed by, Travis Knights and features his
rhythmic message, along with esteemed artist Heather
Cornell, and in demand, Sarah Reich and the rich
smoothness of Matt Shields ...all shaping a rhythmic
romp reflecting their unique artistic choices. Feel, see,
and hear these amazingly talented and innovative
artists and the genius they embody. Celebrated Jazz
drummer and Musical Director, Nick Fraser, completes
this musical experience with guest musicians.
We will remember this night!
Tickets: $30 Adult | $25 Senior, Students and Youth
Purchase Online at http://bit.ly/DSP_Tix

VANCOUVER TAP DANCE SOCIETY PRESENTS

VANCOUVER

INTERNATIONAL

tap dance

Festival

SOCIAL TAP JAZZ JAMS

Thursday, August 23 | Sunday, August 26
10:00pm
Frankie’s Jazz Club
765 Beatty St
Vancouver, BC V6B 2M4

...Like the Groove and 2 and 4, and Swing
WITH HOST TRAVIS KNIGHTS

Come out and witness a family reunion like no other.
Jazz and Tap go together like the groove and 2,like swing
and good times. Come out and enjoy the music and the
dance that culturally gave shape to the 20th century.
Come out and be a part of this renewed connection that
will help shape the 21st century. Bring your instruments,
your dancing shoes and let’s swing the night away. Last
festival, we sold out...waiting lists! This year, we planned
for two events, with each night presenting international

AUGUST 20 - 26

2018

VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL TAP DANCE FESTIVAL
TAP DANCE MUSICIANSHIP RESIDENCY | 40 HOURS
August 20 - 24, 2018
Master Classes: August 24, 25 and 26, 2018

FESTIVAL FACULTY
DAYNA SZYNDROWSKI | VANCOUVER

Dayna Szyndrowski’s experiences in dance have all been informed by the
inseparable connection of music and dance and by her pursuit of rhythm
within it. She has primarily studied tap dance and its rich history in jazz
music and improvisation as a means of communication. This led to
investigations in Afro-Cuban; Greek music, body percussion, and most
significantly now, her focus on contemporary flamenco. As a result of the
magnetic magic of percussive dance and the desire to continuously learn
and seek new rhythmic inspiration.

Welcome!

We have been producing the Vancouver International Tap Dance Festival for
18 years!
Over that time, we have witnessed incredible growth in dancers. After 18
years of introducing tap dance to new audiences, and providing enriching
training opportunities to the next generation of dancers, we wondered…
what now?
We have kept what we have been doing and go full steam ahead with
progressive ideas that will take dancers to the next level. This year, we
invited professional Canadian tap dance artist, Travis Knights, to Co-Produce
and help shape the festival. We are excited and proud to present, the Tap
Dance Musicianship Residency. Over the course of 5 days, August 20 - 24 (40
hours) dancers will work with 4 established artists - Heather Cornell, Sarah
Reich, Travis Knights and critically acclaimed Jazz musician, Nick Fraser. Tap
dancers will be guided to a deeper connection to music that will culminate
into recordings, jazz jams and performances.
The musicianship week will flow into 20
master classes Friday August 24 to Sunday
August 26. Last year we shuffled into the
renowned Frankie’s Jazz Club, which was
beyond successful. This year we planned two
jazz jams, crowing the innovative week of
programming with a performance Saturday
evening.

SUSAN NASE | VANCOUVER

Susan Nase is a tap dancer, singer, and Scottish highland dancer from
Saskatoon. During a 4-year stay in NYC she performed with the city’s top
choreographers, including 2015 MacAurthur Fellow Michelle Dorrance, Max
Pollak and his troupe Rumba Tap, and fellow Canadian Lisa LaTouche. She
was selected to perform with 7 other world-class tap dancers in the US tour
of “Thank You Gregory! A Tribute to the Legends of Tap” featuring Maurice
Hines. Susan has traveled to international festivals in France, Spain, Turkey,
Italy, USA, Brazil and Greece to perform and study tap,
world and body music.

www.susannase.com

MATTHEW SHIELDS | AUSTIN

Matthew Shields is a Canadian residing in Austin, Texas where he has been
involved in numerous productions, companies, performances and residencies.
He is in residence with gypsy jazz band SCRAPELLI at the locally famous Tamale
House on E 6th Street. Matt is Artistic Director of Hyperfeet Productions and
HYPE; Hyperfeet Youth Performance Ensemble in Austin and of Leap TAP
Ensemble in Katy, Texas. Shields was a principal dancer with Tapestry Dance
Company where he served as Interim AD. With the ZACH Theatre in Austin, he
appeared in; Singing in the Rain, Mary Poppins award winning production of
Duke Ellington’s Sophisticated Ladies. He has appeared with Scott Bradlee’s
Postmodern Jukebox and has directed many productions including;
A Chronological Life Story Of A Few Tap Dancers.
www.hyperfeetproductions.com

ALEX CLANCY | VANCOUVER

What now? With that rich history and
knowledge we have formed the next step.
Join us for this unique opportunity of the
Tap Dance Musicianship Residency!
Sas Selfjord & Travis Knights
Co-Producers

www.daynaszyndrowski.com

Alexandra is a performer, choreographer, and teacher with a love of dance
and passion for tap. She was an understudy for Tapestry Dance Company’s
25th season performing and touring across North America. She performed at
the Kennedy Centre in DC as part of an inaugural full length tap show.
Alexandra danced in Travis Knight’s “The Cholly Project”, Lisa La Touche’s
“Hold On”, and many of Danny Nielsen’s shows. With a unique voice
blending both tap and contemporary dance Alexandra continues to share
her adoration of dance.
Heather Cornell

MASTER CLASSES

FRIDAY AUGUST 24 - SUNDAY AUGUST 26

Adult classes: 15 years and older | Intermediate and Advanced level
Youth classes: All ages | Intermediate level
*All classes are being held at the Scotiabank Dance Centre
677 Davie St, Vancouver BC

3 DAY RESIDENCY
Adult | 6 hours | Matt Shields
Playing with a band vs playing in a band
Matt Shields will be your guide to understanding being a musical dancer and contrast
it with being a musician. Over 3 days, you will explore a myriad of possibilities
available to you as a percussive dancer that will inform your own relationship to
the dance. It’s going to be a buffet of rhythm.
IMPROVISATION
Adult | Heather Cornell
Musical methods for improvisation. Heather’s approach opens your mind and body
that allows you to access your inner creativity.
ORAL TRADITIONS
Youth | Heather Cornell
Dive into a historical repertoire piece as a means of passing on some vital lessons
from the masters.
JAZZ MUSIC 201
Adult | Nick Fraser
Nick goes deeper into decoding Jazz music. In this workshop, he breaks down
instrumental (and dancer) roles in the ensemble as well as conventional and less
conventional song forms and phrase lengths.
JAZZ MUSIC 101
Youth | Nick Fraser
Tap dance is credited with providing the rhythmic feel that eventually became Jazz
music. Nick will help you develop your rhythmic ear through improvisational call and
response and break down the history of the Jazz beat.
MOVEMENT
Youth | Alex Clancy
In this class we will explore the importance of movement as well as sound; embodying
the word “tap dancer” and using our bodies not just our feet to bring rhythm to life.

MASTER CLASSES
AUGUST 24 - AUGUST 26

THE MUSIC OF DUKE ELLINGTON
Adult | Travis Knights
Tap dance is constantly evolving. Learn where it comes from, so that you can
understand your role in where it is going. This workshop will expose you to the
dance that emerged from the big band era. Let Travis be your guide into the Swing
era of Jazz through the music of Duke Ellington.
THE MUSIC OF THELONIUS MONK
Adult | Travis Knights
Tap Dance is constantly evolving. Learn where it comes from, so that you can
understand your role in where it is going. This workshop will push your understanding
of melodic phrasing and rhythmic patterns beyond time steps. Let Travis Knights be
your guide into the Bebop era of Jazz through the usic of Thelonius Monk.
VERNACULAR JAZZ TAP DANCE
Youth | Travis Knights
Focus on returning to the jazz movement roots of some of our most treasured tap
steps.
REFINING YOUR TECHNIQUE (2 day continuous)
Adult | Dayna Szyndrowksi
A class to focus on ensuring your technique is supporting the quality clarity, and
speed of your sound.
IMPROV
Youth | Dayna Szyndrowski
Comfortable with longer more musical phrases takes time, practice, and some helpful
exercises to work with.
THE LANGUAGE OF RHYTHM
Adults | Sarah Reich
Phrasing
and story telling.
.
ARE YOU SWEATING YET?
Youth | Sarah Reich
Drilling pull backs, wings, and all other air steps for stamina.
LATIN RHYTHMS
Adult | Susan Nase
Explore some global grooves with your feet and hands.
ACCENTS AND TONE
Adult | Susan Nase
Play with the phrasing and the musicality of your steps.

FESTIVAL FACULTY

MUSICIANSHIP RESIDENCY

HEATHER CORNELL | NEW YORK

Heather Cornell creates visual music ensembles where she functions as the
percussionist. As artistic director for Manhattan Tap, one of the busiest
music/dance companies in the world in the 80’s and 90’s, she is known as a
mover and shaker of the tap dance renaissance. She has toured worldwide
with her shows “Finding Synesthesia”, “CanTap” and “Conversations” and as a
soloist. She was recently commissioned to create an evening for the
Distinguished Artist Series at Bergen Community College. She is co-director
of “Walk to the Beat” and co-founder of Making Music Dance, a tap, flamenco
and world music ensemble, releasing their first CD this spring. A pioneer of
concert tap and of working with world music, Heather trained directly with the
first generation tap masters, and has taught and inspired three generations
of tap dancers, musicians and actors internationally.
Called “the Oscar Peterson of hoofing” (Globe and Mail), she was the sole tap dancer mentored by
the infamous bassist,Ray Brown. TapMotif in Lefkada, Greece was her laboratory for 8 seasons, where
she trained free-thinking “bilingual”artists in music and dance. This year she celebrates the 25th
Anniversary of her NYC Rhythm Tap Intensive with livemusic.
www.manhattantap.org

SARAH REICH | LOS ANGELES

Sarah Reich has emerged as one of the new leaders in the Art Form of
Tap Dance. At the young age of 15, this Los Angeles native was featured in
Dance Spirit Magazine’s article, “20 Hot Tappers Under 20” and was
named one of the “25 To Watch” in the 2009 Dance Magazine. She toured
with Scott Bradlee’s Postmodern Jukebox and with her own band, Tap
Music Project, she premiered their full-length show at The Vancouver
International Tap Dance Festival and the band has performed throughout
Los Angeles at such venues as the Ford Amphitheatre, UCLA’s Jazz Reggae
Festival, The Edison, Blue Whale, and the LA County Holiday Celebration.
Sarah was also seen on Season 11 of FOX’s So You Think You Can Dance
with Chloe Arnold’s Syncopated Ladies.

What made the masters so great? Unique style, technique and experience all play a part,
but the most important variable in the equation is music. Those dancers came up through
the jazz age and were surrounded by music, live music. Their impact continues to inspire us
to this day. This year’s festival is designed to immerse you in music and level up the
informed creativity in your dancing. We have designed two tracks to serve your individual
level and experience. The first track is led by the esteemed tap dance artist, Heather
Cornell. It is open to all ages and levels. This track will engage and challenge you with
musical concepts that are vital for tap dancers. Heather has been instructing tap dance
from a musical framework for decades and has led the way for an entire generation of
dancers. Whether you are a beginner or a professional, Heather’s approach aims to fine
tune your inner musician.
The second track is led by one of the hardest working tap dancer in the business, Sarah
Reich. This track is reserved for intermediate/advanced students aged 15 years and older.
Sarah has traveled the world playing her own original music to packed houses. You will be
exposed to the process of creating musical compositions. The collective goal for the week
will to create a recording of brand new music for tap dance.

MUSICIANSHIP RESIDENCY TRACK 1 | Heather Cornell

(Open to all ages & levels)

www.sarahreich.com

TRAVIS KNIGHTS | TORONTO

www.travisknights.com

AUGUST 20 - 24 | 40 HOURS

Tap Dancer. Performer. Choreographer. Speaker. Believer. Travis is realizing
his dreams, pounding rhythms on wood floors all over the world. His
talent and dedication have earned him world wide audiences. In 2000 he
was a principal dancer in the film biography of Bill Bojangles Robinson
with Gregory Hines and Savion Glover. He was a featured Tap Dancer in the
Opening Ceremonies to the 2010 Winter Olympic Games in Vancouver and
toured with the internationally acclaimed, Tap Dogs. Travis was a principal
dancer with Tapestry Dance Company in Austin, Texas. He now lives in
Brampton, Ontario and hosts “The Tap Love Tour Podcast” available on
iTunes, SoundCloud and stitcher, (make sure to subscribe) featuring
interviews of a myriad of inspiring artists. Currently he is developing an
original full length work commissioned by Soulpepper Theatre Company.

NICK FRASER | TORONTO
Nick Fraser (drums) has been an active and engaging presence in the
Toronto new jazz and improvised music community for over twenty
years. He has performed with a veritable ‘who’s who’ of Canadian jazz
and improvised music and with such international artists as Tony
Malaby, Kris Davis, William Parker, Roscoe Mitchell, Marilyn Crispell,
Anthony Braxton, Donny McCaslin and David Binney. A JUNO award
winner, he was also awarded a 2017 Chalmers Arts Fellowship.

www.nickfraserthedrummer.com

The Fundamentals
Dive into the world of Jazz music with the guidance of master teacher, Heather
Cornell. Each day you will be exposed to one jazz instrument and learn their
musical role in jazz ensembles. Heather’s method aims to give you an
understanding of the whole, in order for you to understand your part as a
tap dancer in the music. An incredible opportunity to learn from a master
teacher who has shaped generations of working professionals.

MUSICIANSHIP RESIDENCY TRACK 2 | Sarah Reich
(Ages 15 + advanced)

Original Composition
One of the hardest working tap dancers in the business, Sarah Reich, brings
you an opportunity to be a part of a brand new original composition. Over the
course of the week, the innovative creator of the Tap Music Project will give you
a glimpse into the process of creating original music for tap dance and change
your view of what’s possible through the dance. This track will be demanding on
the participants and lead to an audio recording of the new composition at the
end of the week.

Both tracks will be accompanied by the celebrated Jazz musician and instructor,
Nick Fraser!

